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Razor-fingered greetings, all you fiendish fans of onscreen
decapitation, obliteration and decimation! In your hands is the first
Freddy poison-penning, AKA the official debut fan club newsletter.
Sorry it's a bit overdue, but Mr. Krueger's been a tough man /
monster to track down. He's had his charred, decomposing hands
full, definitely a chap with his work "cut out" for him! After surviving
numerous maimings, burnings, gougings, and impalings, Freddy still
finds his endurance level strained under his current heavy workload.
Besides starring in the upcoming summer release "Nightmare on Elm
Street 4: THE DREAM MASTER", Freddy is "gore-ing up" to
splatter the smaller screen as "Nightmare... " becomes a TV series!
While you can rest assured that future Freddy grapevines will report
complete details on these monstroid milestones (as for the movie,
the latest rumor floating around is that Freddy will confront an
adversary!) but more on that in our next newsletter. In this
newsletter we will pay homage( or carnage) to Freddy's thankless
morticians and special effects men who keep him looking his bloody
best.

History
Obviously, a great deal of the appeal of Freddy and "... Elm Street
series is due to the special effects (ie. 'FX') work of the cosmetic and
mechanical geniuses that back our fave fiend. Before Freddy, a slew
of magicians paved the way towards more and more realistic film
effects that weren't merely background trivialities, but instead were
star attractions. Lon Chaney, the black 'n white horror era's
premiere "man of a thousand faces", wooed filmgoers with such
groundbreakingly grotesque getups as the "Phantom of the Opera"
and "Hunchback of Notre Dame" and inspired progressively more
state-of-art predecessors: Dick Smith busted through the FX curtain
with the "Exorcist" and its demon-possessed projecto-puke scenes:
Rick Baker survived "Stars Wars" ( and coordinated the infamous
. Cantina bar scene, with its intergalactic assemblage of drunken
aliens) and transformed one-time Dr. Pepper TV commercial jinglecrooner, David Naughton into "An American Werewolf in London";
Tom Savini made fashionable, intestinal leakage and cannibalistic
flesh-feasting in "Dawn of the Dead"; Rob Battin hit a stride

with "The Howling", "The Thing, and "Robocop" (the later
including the much-heralded scene involving a victim drenched in
toxic waste, a high-speed SUX 80, and an exploding organ shower
from a windshields-eye view).

The Look
Amidst such premier FX men and silver screen moments came the
Freddy makeup. Created by David Miller and Kevin Yagher, to
forever alter horror film history. Miller initially planted the seed
with his original makeup work in "Nightmare ...1"; it was Miller
who unveiled Freddy's trademark charbroiled complexion, and
rib barbecue.
For the second film, Kevin Yagher took up where Miller left off. It
was no easy task, as Kevin was left to start from scratch. "For
Nightmare 2", says Yagher, "I didn't have the molds for the first
movie. I took a cast of Robert's (Englund, Freddy's bodily host"
for the Nightmare films) face, which was the bases for sculpted
molds, and from those I created 18 pieces of foam latex that fit only
him. The pieces fit and overlap like a puzzle."
For the transformation, Englund must endure four straight hours of
make-up applications each time he slips into Freddy's facial skins.
Not only is the makeup lengthy to apply; it must also be kept wet
at all times during filming to maintain its patented 'maggot-oozing'
slimy look. Despite all these inconveniences, however, the
resulting Freddy face is a marvel of modern visual menace:
brooding eyes peer from a womb of rotted, scorched flesh.

The Effects
In addition to Freddy's facial makeup, however, other spectacular
FX works lurks behind every strip of "Nightmare" celluloid.
Yagher, for instance, was also responsible for the construction of
the awesome ten-foot Freddy I Snake that attempts to swallow
distressed damsel Patricia Arquette in the third movie. In addition,
the 24 year old FX virtuoso built a breast-plate for Englund to wear
that simulated the faces of victims whose souls Freddy had stolen.
After being apprehended by his pursuers in 'Freddy Hell' ( a large
dreamland boiler room) in a climactic scene from "3". When

Freddy lifts his ratty sweater, to reveal a chest accented by
agonized, grimacing faces writhing beneath his slimy flesh. It's a
gruesome wonder of onscreen mechanics and imagination, that
Kevin is quick to elaborate on. "This is a vision of the souls of the
children Freddy has killed", explains Yagher. "There's no scratch
book for this kind of thing, so I had to devise it all from scratch.
You have to come up with ideas yourself, and everyone in the
community (of FX artists) is pretty good about sharing ideas. I love
the whole idea of illusion."

The Interview
Doug Beswick is another man behind the manglings of Elm Street.
In the series' third installment, Beswick coordinated two "moments
of magic": one had Freddy materialize in the form of a marionette
string-puppet. The puppet's unshaped face gradually takes on
Freddy's warped characteristics before our eyes, its limp hand
sprouts razor-like fingernails, and its body surges full of new found
life as it cuts itself free from the strings which enslave it.
In another scene, Freddy's disrupted skeleton mysteriously
reassembles itself bone-by-bone and wages war with actors John
Saxon and Craig Wasson in an automobile junkyard. Both
above mentioned moments conjure forth memories of the vintage
stop-motion images of pioneer FX-pert Ray Harryhausen
(remember the skeletal swordfight from "Jason and the Argonauts"
and the one-eyed cyclops out of "The Golden Voyage of Sinbad"?).
Beswick's quick to acknowledge the comparison.
"Stop-motion is definitely our speciality", he says of his Californiabased company, Beswick Productions. "I worked in stop motion
for years before mechanical effects started to kind of take over and
take some work away from stop motion animation. Harryhausen
has definitely been an influence."
As with so many of today's premier screen-sorcerers, Doug's FX
producing talents began as a high school hobby: the seeds of
obsession had taken root after Beswicks saw "King Kong" and the
many fantasy genre offerings of Harryhausen. Eventually he
became a craftsman of early morning, small-screen animation,

doing effects work and "claymation" for such semi-legendary
toddler tel-fare as "The Adventures of Gumby" and "David and
Goliath". The relative crudeness of such early stepping stones has
been replaced by not only more state-of-the-art stop motion
techniques, but also with more prevalent cable effects: Beswick was
responsible for the cable-operated dinosaur from "My Science
Project" and also built a 1 I 4 scale miniature 'queen alien' model and
powerloader for "Aliens".
In working with a big celebrity like Freddy, Doug knew he had to
be at his inventive best: many of his FX were more complex than
one would gather. One technique he devised for the animated
skeleton sequence, for instance, was the 'blur effect'. Using
methods of blurring imagery slightly, his creations appeared
smoother in their movements, not to mention more realistic.
"When the skeleton erupts from the sack (in "Nightn1are 3"), he
explains, "We were using a puppet, which we'd blur manually. I
had an assistant who would crank the mechanisim that the puppet
was on; sort of a tripod device where we could actually lift the
puppet during exposure. This would create a blur manually, which
in my opinion can be just as good (as straight stop-motion
animation) if it's done properly. Animation bases itself on a kind of
strobe effect, and any time you can blur the object, it helps the
scene's realism.
"There's another particular shot where the puppet's shoveling dirt.
We used real dirt there, but the end of the shovel was real sharp
and clear because it was a miniature shovel. We blurred that area
of the shovel with Vaseline in front of the camera lense, so that the
end of the shovel had a blunt end with the dirt on it. This helped
the images to segue together and made things look more realistic."
Beswicks, other standout scene in "Nightmare ... 3", involved
Freddy's marionette reincarnation, where Doug's in-studio partner
Yancy Calzada, used a technique called claymation. Claymation
involves the frame-by-frame animation of sculpted clay. The
shapeless puppet-head's detailed transformation into Freddy's
unmistakeble mug, was the end-result of sculpting of 36 separate
heads. When filmed in sequence, the assorted clay expressions
give the illusion of going from a glop of clay to Freddy's fullyformed face in a matter of seconds.

To capture the effect of the puppet's blade sprouting hand, the
sequence was shot in reverse. Explains Beswick: "we started with
the Freddy hand, and gradually cut the knife blades shorter to
eventually end up with a closed fist. " The resulting scene, when
viewed forward, shows an innocuous puppet fist suddenly open
into a hand before growing the trademark finger-knives.
Currently, Beswick is working on an array of projects, one of
which is a horror film that remains undisclosed. Whatever it may
be, the FX are bound to be as slick as they were for Freddy's films,
so keep an eye out!
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New Merchandise, we have searched near and far for the latest
Freddy' paraphernalia, and have come up with a few new ones:
The Freddy 3-0 watch, lobby posters from Nightmare 3, and a
new poster, and Freddy's favorite glove.
'

Fan Club Business: Once again we would like to apologize for the
lateness of our first newsletter. We hope to be back with our ~ext
one real soon, so that we can give you the latest info on our
favorite fiend.
Renewals: We have had some questions on membership. Your
membership will last for four issues of the Freddy Times. After
you receive your fourth issue it will be time to renew. Please don't
worry how long it takes for you to get all four issues. You will be a
member in good standing until you get ·your fourth issue.
Last but not least, when you move it is very important that you
notify us, as soon as possible as the Post Office will not always
toward your issue of The Freddy Times. And please include a
stamped self addressed envelope with any correspondence.
We leave you with your dreams 1, 2, 3 •••

